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“But should the worst happen after everything has been done that honour will permit, Australians will stand

beside our own to help and defend her [Britain - the mother country] to our last man and our last shilling.”

Andrew Fisher, 31 July 1914, Colac, Victoria, Australia 1

The above was the impassioned declaration by Opposition Leader Andrew Fisher of Australian solidarity in

support of Britain just before her entry into the First World War (WW1) on the 4th of August 1914. Indeed,

while Australia fortunately did not need to fight to its ‘last man’ and ‘shilling’ 1 , it was this demonstration of

unwavering support for Britain and her allies which forged the Australian identity and unearthed core

Australian values - bravery, mateship and resilience, traits which boldly signified the ANZACs’ (Australian and

New Zealand Army Corp) participation in the Gallipoli Campaign (25 April 1915 - 20 January 1916 2 ) and in

battles of the Western Front like Fromelles (19 July 1916 2 ), Pozieres (23 July - 7 August 1916 2 ) and Mouquet

Farm (8 August - 3 September 1916 3 ). 7,818 Australians died in battle in Gallipoli and 44,766 died likewise on

the Western Front 4. The ANZACs’ deaths were tragic, and while it is necessary to acknowledge their

involvement in these battles, as modern historians, we must also explore other aspects of the war that made

impacts on Great War era Australia; especially the contributions of women which were placed aside in favour

of more dramatic stories from their male counterparts on the frontlines.

The First World War predominantly chronicled the sacrifices of male soldiers. This is a recurring feature of

sources depicting this event. James Francis Hurley’s film ‘with the forces on the Palestine Front’ only shows

the day-to-day life of male soldiers in this particular battleground 5. Private Simpson and his donkey bravely

transporting wounded men from Monash Valley to the dressing station at Anzac Cove 6 symbolises Gallipoli.

The Western Front is remembered through images of men in battle just like the photo taken of the 54th

Infantry Battalion during the attack through Peronne, France 7. These male recollections of important
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battlefronts impacted the way Australians perceived the war. As a consequence, institutions like the

Australian Army Nursing Services (AANS) and the Voluntary Aid Detachment Nurses (VAD) have faded into the

background of Australian WW1 achievements. More than 2000 Australian women served overseas in the

AANS during the war 8. In order to nurse soldiers fighting in the 1915 August Offensive (Gallipoli Campaign),

nurses erected field hospitals on the Greek island of Lemnos and served on hospital ships like the HMS

Gascon and Sicilia. The main hospital site at Lemnos was erected by 7 August with limited resources, 2 days

later more than 200 wounded had been admitted and within a week patient numbers had ballooned to 800.

Lieutenant Colonel J A Dick recalled, ‘Sick and wounded were on the ground on mackintosh sheets and

blankets or palliasses on the floors of tents.’ 8 Conditions for the nurses were not much better. As recollected

by Sister Anne Donnell, ‘the weather was terrible, bitterly cold...last night five tents blew down, one ward

tent and four Sister’s tents.’ 8 In the Western Front (Peronne), nurses ‘worked their long hours’ in a place that

‘reeked with the odours of blood, antiseptic dressing and unwashed bodies’ without collapsing which ‘spoke

volumes for their willpower and sense of duty’ as recounted by Lieutenant Harold Williams 8. A paralleled

version of this scene was shown by two VAD nurses assisting a wounded repatriated soldier while wearing

masks to self-protect against the Spanish Flu in New South Wales 9. Those working on ships did not fare much

better. Sister Lydia King, who worked on the Sicilia said that she lost ‘sight of all the honour and the glory in

the work’ 8 she was doing. Furthermore, despite being given officer ranks, the army paid nurses around half

of what male officers received and most relied on financial support from their families while serving 8. In spite

of this hardship, upon returning to Australia, nurses did not obtain the same post-service financial benefits as

their soldier counterparts, nor was credit given for their work. Peter Rees, author of Anzac Girls, reported that

nurses were not asked to march in commemoration events and were not invited to RSLs nationwide 10. When

seeing the lack of recognition for the nurses of WW1, it becomes apparent that male-centric records of

Gallipoli and the Western Front eclipsed female involvements that ran in conjunction with their male peers.

The start of the war heralded a zeal for battle in young Australian men as highlighted by the long queues at

recruitment drives like Swan Barrack in Perth 11. Around 716,809 Australians enlisted for service during the

_____________________________
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war 12. With innumerable men to feed, it was understandable that rations were, as described by Lieutenant

Bartlett, 'revolting to any man but soldiers on active service’ 13. This was where women on the homefront

were important. Due to their concern for the nutritional value of the food being supplied, they felt obligated

to send extra food to the soldiers. However, sending food to the fronts posed many challenges. Any food

ferried to the men had to be carried in ships of the Merchant Navy. Most of these ships maintained a speed of

18.5 kilometers per hour and had no refrigerated facilities 14. This meant that any food sent had to remain

edible after periods in excess of two months. A body of women came up with the answer - a biscuit that was

both nutritious and tasty. These biscuits were first known as Soldier’s biscuits, but were later renamed ANZAC

biscuits after the landing on Gallipoli. As the war drew on, groups like the Country Women’s Association

devoted their time to making these biscuits in order to boost troop morale. Women also knitted huge

quantities of warm garments for the men on the frontlines. As remembered by schoolboy David Gleason, his

house was ‘full of women clicking knitting needles and manipulating dark wool’ 15. These knitted goods were

sent to soldiers and were highly demanded, especially clean dry socks, which protected them against

‘debilitating trench foot’ 16. It was estimated that women knitted over 1 million socks during the course of

WW1 17. Therefore, while men were mainly the muscle and brains behind WW1, women back home were the

warmth and moral support that carried them through and their actions must not be overshadowed by more

popular stories from Gallipoli and the Western Front.

As Billy Hughes, Australia’s then Prime Minister faced escalating pressures to meet British troop supply

commitments in 1916 and declining enlistments in 1917, 45,101 compared with 124,352 12 in 1916, he

decided to broach the controversial topic of conscription. Two referendums to determine public support for

conscription were held, one in October 1916 where the result was ‘no’ by a margin of 3.2% 18 and the other in

December 1917 where 53.79% of Australians voted against it 19. These two results were heavily influenced by

_____________________________
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women - women like Vida Goldstein and Adela Pankhurst, who founded the Women’s Peace Army (WPA),

whose motto was ‘we war against war’ 20. WPA was strongly against conscription and opposed the war effort

on the ground that women, as mothers and the creators of life 21 had a moral obligation to preserve it. This

emphasis on a woman’s motherly love was encapsulated in the most common song that was sung at

anti-conscription rallies, ‘I didn’t raise my son to be a soldier’ 21. Regardless, women protesting for

anti-conscription and an end to the war would often be attacked by ex-servicemen. It was seen by how

‘women protesting on the Yarra Bank would begin to remove the shoelaces from their boots in case of being

thrown into the river by opponents 22.’ By fighting so indomitably against war and conscription, these women

also inadvertently opposed the White Australia Policy. As Historian Ken Inglis commented, Prime Minister

Hughes ‘saw racial purity as the essential condition for all other policies of the new nation, and compulsory

military training as a necessary means for keeping Australia white’ 23. Hence, it could be said that it was

women in organisations like the WPA who sowed seeds of acceptance into Australian society, a trait which

Australia now proudly displays. Historical texts focused on the events and achievements in Gallipoli and the

Western Front and these became the mainstream view of WW1 for average Australians. And so, less is known

of the anti-conscription movement and the women who propelled it to success.

Mass bloodshed on the grounds of Gallipoli and the Western Front is encapsulated in Australian history

through stories of sacrifice and bravery so that we never forget what our fallen soldiers did for our country.

However, this attention to our losses casts a great veil on other aspects of Australian contribution, like the

work of women both in and out of Australia from 1914 - 1918 that were equally as significant in supporting

the war effort and in developing our fledgling nation. Thus, it is our duty as historians and as citizens to bring

these lesser known stories to light, so that they can receive the recognition from the public they deserve.

_________________________________
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APPENDIX:

Source 1: The anti-conscription debate poster:

Australian War Memorial 2017, The anti-conscription debate, Pdf, Australian War Memorial, Canberra.

Source 4: With the forces on the Palestine front

Video by James Francis Hurley in Palestine, 1917.

Australian War Memorial, J 2021, With the forces on the Palestine front, online video, 5 February, viewed 18
September 2021, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0McIjIIBx-Q&t=106s>.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0McIjIIBx-Q&t=106s


Source 6: Photograph showing a wounded soldier being assisted by VAD nurses, who are wearing
masks to protect themselves against the Spanish Influenza, New South Wales, 1919

Photograph showing a wounded soldier being assisted by two Voluntary Aid Detachment nurses, who are
wearing masks to protect themselves against the Spanish Influenza 1919, Photograph, Australian War
Memorial, viewed 19 September 2021, <https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C362415>.

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C362415


Source 8: Table showing “Australian military deaths during the First World War”

Australian War Memorial, First World War Official Histories, Volume III – Special problems and services (1st
edition, 1943), Section V, pp. 896-897 <https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1416942>

https://www.awm.gov.au/collection/C1416942
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